DISCOVER THE GROHE SHOWERS WORLD
– WHICH SHOWER FITS YOU BEST?
Looking for a relaxing time-out or an invirogating freshness boost? Make your me-moment extraordinary with a GROHE shower system! Dive into the versatile
shower world and find the shower enjoyment that fits you best. No matter how big or small your budget is GROHE has the right solution for everyone.

Expert tip:
GROHE thermostats with
TurboStat technology offer
always the right temperature,
for utmost convenience
and safety.

GROHE TEMPESTA 250
COMFORT AND JOY
The 250 mm with full face rain spray
available in round and square maximizes the
shower experience at an affordable price.
An additional highlight of the minimalistic
head shower: the EcoJoy technology saves
water without compromising on the shower
performance.

GROHE EUPHORIA 260 & 310
UPDATE YOUR SHOWER
The updated GROHE Euphoria range brings
fuss-free joy into the bathroom with a
260mm or 310mm head shower:
Thanks to FastFixation, the shower systems
are an easy upgrade as the installation
comes without any drilling. For superior
safety, the thermostats are equipped with
GROHE CoolTouch to prevent the product
surface from getting hot. Plus, the handles
guarantee precise water control – even with
soapy hands.

GROHE RAINSHOWER
SMARTACTIVE
SPREAD HAPPINESS
For personalized shower
pleasure, the hand shower
is equipped with the
SmartTip control to easily
switch between 3 sprays
with a touch of a finger.
Brand new highlight:
GROHE DripStop minimizes
annoying dripping after
turning off the hand shower
in the Rain and
Jet spray modes.
Additionally the 310 mm
head shower provides full
body coverage.

GROHE EUPHORIA 310
SMARTCONTROL
TURN UP YOUR SHOWER
EXPERIENCE
Immerse yourself in a new dimension
of showering. Thanks to the intuitive
operation, GROHE SmartControl offers
full flexibility – simply push, turn, shower.
Choose your preferred volume and favourite
spray with the touch of a button and let the
310mm head shower spoil you.

